### Impacted Site(s) | Overall Status
--- | ---
CCC | Lift & Shift planning: **In Progress (Target Cloud Launch - March, 2018)**  
- Weekly technical calls with Ellucian Transition Team on-going.  
- Site to Site routers installed, testing pending.  
- Forms uploaded to Ellucian for Transformation Analysis.  
- Cloud Core Banner environment development in-progress.  
- Initial IAP calls for the "Lift" complete, onsite future state IAP engagement scheduled for 8/15 - 8/17.  
- Customization GAP Analysis review for A/R in-progress.

CCSU | Lift & Shift planning: **In Progress (Target Cloud Launch - February, 2018)**  
- Weekly technical calls with Ellucian Transition Team on-going.  
- Initial IAP calls for the "Lift" complete, onsite future state IAP engagement scheduled for 6/13 - 6/15.  
- Cloud Core Banner environment development in-progress.  
- TouchNet implementation project in-progress, go-live planned for October, 2017.

ECSU | Lift & Shift planning: **In Progress (Target Cloud Launch - February, 2018)**  
- Weekly technical calls with Ellucian Transition Team on-going.  
- Site to Site routers installed, pending verification from Ellucian.  
- Forms uploaded to Ellucian for Transformation Analysis.  
- Initial IAP calls for the "Lift" complete, onsite future state IAP engagement scheduled for 7/18 - 7/20.

SCSU | Lift & Shift planning: **In Progress (Target Cloud Launch - November, 2017)**  
- Weekly technical calls with Ellucian Transition Team on-going.  
- Site to Site routers installed and tested.  
- Forms uploaded to Ellucian for Transformation Analysis.  
- Banner code tree migrated to the cloud.  
- Initial IAP calls for the "Lift" complete, onsite future state IAP engagement scheduled for 6/27 - 6/29.

WCSU | Lift & Shift planning: **In Progress (Target Cloud Launch - January, 2018)**  
- Weekly technical calls with Ellucian Transition Team on-going.  
- Site to Site routers installed and tested.  
- Cloud Core Banner environment development in-progress.  
- Initial IAP calls for the "Lift" complete, onsite future state IAP engagement scheduled for 8/1 - 8/3.  
- TouchNet implementation project in-progress, go-live planned for September, 2017.